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I was approached by my niece who had a girlfriend, Chloe Chadwick, a 

professional Country & Americana artist, wanting a classic car to use to 

do a pop video, for her new upcoming singles. 

I was instantly up for this and agreed to supply my white TR6, UJH 15J. 

The video was to be shot on a lovely sunny summers evening in June 

2023 at Jodrell Bank. 

I arrived at 7pm, the weather was perfect, Jodrell Bank Car Park was 

empty except for us. 

The Videographer wanted footage of Chloe driving the car, so an an-hoc 

driving lesson was arranged in the car park, this was a bit of a worry as 

a 36-year-old who is only used to driving a modern small hatchback was 

about to get to grips with a 1971 TR6 with all its foibles in a car park! At 

least she did not get out of 2nd gear so not too bad for me when I had 

to let her go solo! 

She did great, she was filmed driving with the camera guy sitting 

on the rear deck and filmed on her own up and down the 

driveway at Jodrell Bank, as the sun was setting, the car and cool 

looking Chloe looked great! 

We then relocated to the old railway viaduct near Holmes Chapel, 

for a promotional video of another soon to be released song, 

Temper Gene. 

This was a song with a story, so the story starts with film of Chloe 

arriving at the viaduct in the car, her guitar in the back, having 

had an argument with her partner, then singing the song under the arches in the headlights of the car, this 

looked good except after 30 minutes of shooting the car needed a rest as it was overheating, and the battery 

was running down! Good job they had what they needed; the car had had enough! 

So, a total of 3 hours filming and dozens of takes they had enough footage to put the videos together, they are 

both on YouTube and Chloe’s website.  

Soulmate: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLKGaNa-sM8  

Temper Gene: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dShLad5HYOw 

and check out Chloe’s tunes on Spotify. 

Chloe Chadwick and her band are available for hire at Functions all over the UK and are currently touring small 

venues, check out her website www.chloechadwick.com 

My TR6 Pop Video   
 

A Musical Ode with a 70's Twist 
Steve Thomas 
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